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PREFACE

The Florida Bar, Appellee will be referred to as "The Bar" or

"The Florida Bar". Arthur Joseph Morburger, Respondent,

Appellant, will be referred to as "Respondent" or as "Morburger".

The symbol "RR" will be used to designate the Report of

Referee. The symbol "TT" followed by a numeral (1, 2, or 3) and a

page number will be used to designate references to the transcript

of the final hearing. TT1 references the October 27, 2021,

transcript. TT2 designates the October 28, 2021, transcript. TT3

designates the October 29, 2021.

Exhibits introduced by the parties will be designated as TFB

Ex. __ for the exhibits introduced by the Bar or R. Ex. __ for those

introduced by the Respondent.



STATEMENT OF THE CASE & FACTS

A. Procedural Background

On June 15, 2021, The Florida Bar, Petitioner, filed their

Petitioner for Emergency Suspension with the Florida Supreme

Court. One day later and on June 16, 2021, the Court entered

their Order of Emergency Suspension, which caused the

Respondent to be suspended from the practice of law within thirty

(30) days of said Order. Other restrictions were required in said

Order and under the R. Regulating Fla. Bar regarding the steps

necessary to close his practice.

The Honorable Michelle Delancy was appointed to preside in

the above disciplinary action by Order of the Supreme Court of

Florida, dated June 16, 2021, and by the subsequent August 13,

2021, Order of the Chief Judge of the Eleventh Judicial Circuit.1

As this matter is an Emergency Suspension pursuant to R.

Regulating Fla. Bar 3-5.2, the Referee was required to resolve this

matter fully and to submit her recommendations in a Report of

Referee, within ninety (90) days her appointment. As such a Final

A previous judge was appointed as Referee, but that judge sua
sponte recused herself on August 13, 2021.
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Hearing was promptly conducted in the afternoons of October 27,

28 and 29, 2021. The Referee needed some additional time to

prepare her Report of Referee and Respondent waived the 90-day

requirement. This Court granted an extension of time, through

November 23, 2021, for the submission of her Report.

The Referee served her Report on November 15, 2021, and

same was docketed with this Court on December 28, 2022.

Respondent timely filed his Notice of Intent to Seek Review of the

Referees factual findings and her sanction recommendation. There

is no Cross-Appeal.

B. The Respondent.

The Respondent is 84 years old, has practiced law in Florida

for more than 48 years and has never been disciplined by The

Florida Bar or any other jurisdiction wherein he is licensed to

practice law. RR 25-26. Prior to being admitted in Florida, the

Respondent practiced in New York. TT 2, p. 69. He is also admitted

to practice in Arizona and Kentucky, and is admitted before various

federal courts, inclusive of the District Court for the Southern

District of Florida, the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals and the

United States Supreme Court. TT 2, p. 70.
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The Respondent's practice mainly consisted of appellate

practice, but he also accepted civil litigation matters. TT 2, p. 71-

72. He has been a sole practitioner for the bulk of his legal career.

TT 2, p. 71-72. In addition to his practice of law, he assists in the

running of a family business located in Kentucky. TT 2, p. 72-73.

C. Factual Background

The genesis of this disciplinary proceeding arises from a

personal injury action where there was a dispute regarding an

attorney's charging lien. RR 3. See Miriam Hernandez v. Phillip

Morris, U.S.A., Inc., Miami-Dade County Circuit Court Case

No. 2008-001484-CA-Ol. Prior to the Respondent's retention in

the underlying personal injury matter the client, Miriam Hernandez

was represented by Carl Palomino, Esquire, who had prevailed on

his lien. RR 3. The Respondent was retained to take an appeal of

that determination. RR 3.

The trial Court in Hernandez awarded Palomino the sum of

$37,030.00 and further directed that said funds be held by the

Respondent in trust and "not disbursed without court order." See

February 4, 2020, Order Granting Motion to Transfer Funds,

included in TFB Ex. 1.
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The Respondent placed these funds into his trust account,

which had been dormant for some time2 and only held fifty-four

cents at the time of the deposit. RR 3. At all times relevant to this

case, no other funds, save these escrowed funds, were deposited

into the Respondent's trust account. RR 3. Prior to February 8,

2021, the funds remained fully in trust with no transactions in the

Respondent's trust account other than the initial deposit of said

funds. RR 4-4.

Ms. Hernandez ultimately lost her appeal, and the case was

returned to the trial court wherein the trial judge, on February 4,

2021, entered an amended final judgment, which included the

following:

Furthermore, Attorney Arthur Morburger shall
tender to Attorney Carl Palomino, the sum of
$37,030.00 (thirty-seven thousand thirty
dollars and zero cents) as soon as possible,
which is being held by Mr. Morburger in his
trust account. See the Amended Final
Judgement contained as part of TFB Ex. 1.

Palomino sent a courier to the Respondent's office on February

9, 2021, and the courier was provided with Respondent's trust

2 In fact, the checks for this account still read Barnett Bank
which had been acquired by Bank of America many years prior. TT
2, p.85.
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account check number 454, made payable to Palomino in the

amount of $37,030.00. RR 4. Palomino deposited said check into

his account and it was dishonoredbyBankofAmericaonFebruary

10, 2021, due to there being insufficient funds in the Respondent's

trust account to pay the check. RR 4.

The reason said check did not clear is that on February 8,

2021, check number 464 in the amount of $6,000.00 and made

payable to GM Investment and Property Solutions was negotiated

and paid against the trust account. RR 4. Therefore, the trust

account was now short by six thousand dollars.3

The Referee found that:

On February 12, 2021, Mr. Palomino informed
Respondent the check was returned for
insufficient funds. Mr. Palomino notified
Respondent of the returned check by phone,
email, and certified letter. (TFB Ex. 1). In
response, Respondent claimed that someone
had stolen his trust account check and forged
his signature on same. (TFB Ex 3, 4).

Respondent notified the bank of this issue
on February 12, 2021. On that date, the
bank credited back $5,000.00 of funds to
Respondent's trust account, pending its

A second trust check made payable to Palomino, less the
stolen $6,000.00, was also dishonored due to additional questioned
checksbeingnegotiatedagainstRespondent'strustaccount. RR7.
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investigation into the allegations of third-
party fraud.

Palomino understandably was upset and became very

litigious, initiating discovery, setting hearings and ultimately

initiating contempt proceedings against the Respondent to compel

payment of the monies due to him. See TFB Ex. 1, 2, 3, and 5.

During the time frame of this dispute, notwithstanding Bank of

America's initial decision to freeze the account, additional checks4

(explained in more detail in the argument) were paid by Bank of

America. RR 6-8.

Ultimately the Respondent, made two distinct payments to

Palomino to provide him with the funds he was due. The first such

payment was an April 7, 2021, wire to Palomino in the amount of

$18,300.00. TT 1, p. 57., 1. 7-8; TT 1, p. 61, 1. 7-10.5 The

remaining funds, $19,000.00, were also paid by a wire on October

12, 2021. TT 1, p. 61, 1. 11-13; RR 19.

It was the Respondent's testimony that someone stole

unexecuted blank checks from his office and that these were the

4 Each of the questioned checks were introduced as R. Ex. 3.

5 Interestingly this payment is not directly discussed in the
Referee's recitation of the facts.
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questioned checks drawn against his trust account. TT 2, p. 98-

101. Based on later discovered evidence, Respondent discovered

that Carlos Abrahamian, was the individual who removed the

checks from his office and caused same to be negotiated. Albert

Grigorian, Abrahamian;s friend and business associate, sent an

email to the Bar (R. Ex. 2), which includes the following passage:

As it came in to my attention by both
parties Arthur Moburger and the owner of
GM Investments & Properties Inc. Gisselle
Manzzo in regarding checks was issued to
GM Investments & Properties Inc. from
Arthur Moburger trust account (Bank Of
America )in total of$ 19,000.00 USD. I like
to Affirm I have signed the checks and
have my friend and colleague Carlo, who is
mutual friend in a sealed envelope to
deliver and give to Gisselle Manzzo owner
of GM Investments & Properties Inc. due
to business dealings I have with both
parties and, there was complete mix up of
different checks with different bank
accounts . I have mistakenly signed with
out Arthur Moburger's knowledge of the
PITICULAR check bank account as it was
an honest mistake in my behalf. (editing
mistakes in the original).

Ms. Manzo did not testify at the Final Hearing, but the Bar

introduced her deposition as TFB Ex. 11. In that deposition, Manzo

explained that the Respondent is her friend and former lawyer, that

-7-



she is the owner of GM Investments, that no funds were due from

the Respondent for GM Investments, but she had accepted the

checks because her now former boyfriend said it was appropriate

that she did so without confirming such fact from the Respondent.

TFB Ex. 11. More importantly, Manzo testified that Grigorian had

taken the checks and was using them. See TFB Ex. 11 at p. 39, 48.

The Respondent self-reported this trust account issue to The

Florida Bar by letter dated March 1, 2021. TFB Ex. 4. In that

letter, TFB Ex. 4, Respondent stated that upon discovery of the first

questioned check he: ". . . reported the stolen check to Bank of

America." His letter also stated in reference to the Bank of America

that:

They have reported that they are investigating
the matter and will report back to me in
several weeks. Meantime the Bank will credit
back to my account $5000 and will hold the
remaining $1500 back until the investigation
is completed. TFB Ex. 4.

Prior to filing the Petition for Emergency suspension, the Bar

had a copy of the Respondent's trust account statement evidencing

this $5,000.00 credit. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Bar

alleged in its Petition for Emergency Suspension that the claim of
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notifying the bank was false. See Petition for Emergency

Suspension at para. 20 & 21. They based this decision in part

because materials provided through a subpoena on the bank, which

subpoena specifically requested documents on any fraud

investigation relative to the checks at issue. TT 1 , p. 90-93.

At trial the Respondent produced correspondence from Bank

of America documenting that they had in fact been contacted by the

Respondent and that they had opened an investigation, but that

they decided several months after an investigation had begun not to

proceed6 and took the $5,000.00 credit back. See R. Ex. 1. At trial,

the Bar first questioned the first e-mail from the Bank of America,

TFB Ex. 12, but even their expert had to concede, during cross-

examination, that the Bank had in fact conducted an investigation

into the matter after notice by the Respondent. TT 2, p. 121-13.

After three afternoons of trial, the Referee found the

Respondent guilty of "Rules Regulating The Florida Bar: 4-1.15

(Safekeeping Property), 4-8.4(c) (A lawyer shall not engage in

6 The Bank's letter, contained in TFB Ex. 12 and R. Ex 4, made
the claim that the bank did not believe that there had been a
forgery. This probably prompted the bank, without notice to the
Respondent, to continue honoring checks against the account.
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conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or

misrepresentation), and 5-1.1 (Trust Accounts)." RR 20.

Further, she is recommending as a sanction therefore that the

Respondent be disbarred. RR 25.

Respondent timely requested this Court to review the Referee's

factual findings and sanction recommendation.

-10-



SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

Lawyer's trust accounts are under assault by third parties who

attempt to steal from them and in this case a third party

successfully stole blank trust account checks from a lawyer's office

and was able to negotiate several of them thereby stealing

approximately $24,000.00 from the Respondent's trust account.

The lawyer herein made full restitution, albeit slowly as he did not

have the liquid funds to make a sooner payment.

The Bar's initial presentation, via a petition for emergency

suspension, included claims that the Respondent did not notify his

bank about the first defalcation and that he was lying to the Bar

about same. Even the Bar's auditor had to conceded that the

Respondent had in fact contacted his bank and that the bank had

taken some initial steps to protect the account by stopping two

checks and providing Respondent with a $5,000.00 credit against

the first $6,000.00 that was stolen. Respondent should be found

not guilty of R. Regulating Fla. Bar 4-8.4(c) and the Referee's

findings of aggravation based on dishonesty likewise be overturned.

The sanction recommendation of disbarment, based in part on

the incorrect view that the Respondent was dishonest in his dealing

- 11 -



with the Bar or the complainant, based upon their view that the

Respondent should have know about the relationship between the

thief and his actions with a former client/friend, who's account was

used on some of the questioned checks. Respondent's knowledge

as to the true culprit evolved over time and ultimately, he came to

understand that the true culprit herein was his friend's boyfriend

and that boyfriend's business associate.

Respectfully, the Referee did not properly weigh the mitigating

factor of an almost 50-year disciplinary free record and ignored the

character testimony herein. As such this is a suspension case and

not a disbarment case.

- 12 -



ARGUMENT

I. THE FLORIDA BAR DID NOT PROVE,
BY CLEAR AND CONVINCING
EVIDENCE, THAT HE ACTED EITHER
INTENIONALLY OR IN RECKLESS
DISREGARD OF HIS ETHICAL
OBLIGATION TO PRESERVE THE
FUNDS AT ISSUE.

Regrettably, the Respondent was victimized by a criminal, who

stole blank trust account checks from his office, forging his name

on the checks and stealing money from Respondent's trust account

by causing these checks to be negotiated against his trust account.7

While the Respondent was certainly entrusted with certain funds

and owed an obligation to keep those funds safe, his actions,

perhaps not perfect, in trusting his bank to protect the funds after

he alerted them to the first questioned check, his actions do not

warrant the ultimate sanction of disbarment. It is respectfully

submitted, as to the more serious charges, that the Bar failed to

meet its burden of proof and that as such this case merits no more

than a suspension from the practice of law.

7 There was also uncontradicted testimony that these same
criminals stole blank checks from a personal business account and
were likewise able to negotiate checks to steal further funds
belonging to the Respondent. TT 3, p. 37-38.
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A. Standards.

Respondent fully accepts his burden on appeal and

respectfully submits that the record in this case fully demonstrates

that the more egregious findings of guilt in this case are "clearly

erroneous and lacking in evidentiary support." Fla. Bar v. Canto,

668 So. 2d 583 (Fla. 1996); Fla. Bar v. Porter, 684 So. 2d 810 (Fla.

1996).

The Florida Bar carried a heavy burden before the Referee, as

it should when it seeks to discipline a lawyer for alleged acts of

unethical conduct. In this case, they failed to prove by clear and

convincing evidence that the Respondent engaged in all of the

unethical activity in the manner alleged in its Petition for a Rule to

Show Cause. This Court previously found that a clear and

convincing evidence standard:

. . . requires that the evidence must be found to be
credible; the facts to which the witnesses testify
must be distinctly remembered; the testimony must
be precise and explicit, and the witnesses must be
lacking in confusion as to the facts in issue. The
evidence must be of such weight that it produces in
the mind of the trier of fact a firm belief or
conviction, without hesitancy, as to the truth of the
allegations sought to be established. In re Davey,
645 So. 2d 398, 404 (Fla. 1994) (quoting Slomowitz
v. Walker, 429 So. 2d 797, 800 (Fla. 4th DCA 1983).

- 14 -



As discussed herein, the Bar's presentation fell far short of

clear and convincing evidence of all of the matters presented to the

Referee.8

B. The funds stolen by a third party.

Well prior to the operative facts of this matter, Carl Palomino,

Esquire, sought and secured a fee award for his prior

representation of a plaintiff in a tobacco case, in the case styled

Miriam Hernandez v. Phillip Morris, USA, Inc., which was designated

as Case No. 2008-0014840-CA-01 by the clerk of the 11th Judicial

8 For example, the Referee relied upon an affidavit from Jose
Daniel, a courier, to allegedly establish where the Respondent kept
his trust account checks, and other information that was directly
contradicted by the Respondent's sworn testimony. Included in
TFB Ex. 5. Consolidated Edison Co. of New York v. N.L.R.B., 305
U.S. 197, 230 (1938) [Mere uncorroborated hearsay or rumor does
not constitute substantial evidence]; McPherson v. School Bd. of
Monroe Countg, 505 So.2d 682, 684 (Fla. 3d DCA 1987)("Although
hearsay evidence is admissible in an administrative hearing to
corroborate or explain other evidence, it may not be used to support
a finding not otherwise supported by competent substantial
evidence"; Wark v. Home Shopping Club, Inc., 715 So.2d 323 (Fla. 2d
DCA 1998)("[T]he documents were clearly hearsay. Hearsay is
admissible for limited purposes in an administrative action. It may
be admitted to supplement or explain other evidence but is not
sufficient in itself to support a finding unless it would be admissible
in a civil action over objection."). They also used an affidavit from
their investigator to attempt to contradict Manzo's sworn deposition
testimony. See TFB Ex. 7 and 11.
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Circuit. TRR 3. The trial judge awarded Palomino the sum of

$37,030.00 for his attorneys' fee lien, and his former client

appealed this amount to the Third District Court of Appeals. RR 3.

The Respondent represented Palomino's former client, Hernandez,

in that appeal. RR 3.

The trial judge in Hernandezon February 4, 2020, entered an

order transferring the aforementioned $37,030.00 to the

Respondent and instructed the Respondent to hold such funds in

trust until there was a further order of the trial court determining

how said funds were to be disbursed. TFB Ex. 1, page 19. Both

parties agreed that the funds at issue were deposited into the

Respondent's trust account on February 13, 2020, where they

remained without any other transactions being made in said trust

account until February 8, 2021. TFB Ex. 2, p. 36-43 (February

2021 bank statement). Further, both parties agree the $37,030.00

remained in trust for almost on year, without any unauthorized

deduction of those funds until February 8, 2021, when the first of

several questioned checks were presented for payment against the

funds held in said trust account. TFB Ex. 2, p. 36-110.

-16-



Palomino prevailed in the appeal and the above referenced fee

award was affirmed. As such, the trial Court on February 4, 2021,

entered an order that required the Respondent to disburse to

Palomino the sum of $37,030.00. TFB Ex. 1, p. 14-17. In February

of last year, the Respondent drew his trust account check number

454 made payable to Palomino in the amount of $37,030.00 and

delivered same to Palomino's courier on February 9, 2021. TFB Ex.

1, p. 32. While the check is dated February 5, 2021, the

Respondent's testimony was confused as to why the check was

dated in that manner, but in his letter of March 1, 2021, to The

Florida Bar, wherein he self-reported a problem with his trust

account, he explained that he wrote the check on February 9, 2021,

at the time of its delivery to the courier.9 Check number 454 was

dishonored by Bank of America on February 10, 2021, due to

insufficient funds being in the account on the day it was presented

for payment. TT 1, p. 79.

9 The Respondent testified that prior to drafting the check he
examined his last bank statement and compared the balance to the
court ordered award to make sure he was providing the correct
amount in the check. TT 2, p. 85-86.
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The reason the Palomino check was dishonored is because, on

February 8, 2021, a check number 464 made payable to an entity

named GM Investment & Property Solutions in the amount of

$6,500.00 was presented and paid by Bank of America. TT 1, p. 79.

This depleted, by $6,500.00, the amount needed to clear the

Palomino check.10 TT 1, p. 79-80. On February 12, 2021, when

Palomino is advised by his bank that check number 454 was

dishonored, Palomino calls and sends an email demanding that

Respondent make good on said check. TFB Ex. 1, p. 13. He also

forwards a bad check letter to the Respondent that same day. TFB

Ex. 1, p. 7.

Upon notice of the problem, the Respondent immediately

contacted his bank to ascertain what happened to cause check

number 454 not to clear.11 TFB Ex. 4, p. 2. TT 2, p. 88. While the

Petition for Emergency Suspension filed by the Bar, and to some

extent the initial testimony of its auditor Thomas Duarte, denies

to Please not that at the time this check was presented the only
funds in the account belonged to Palomino or were a pre-existing
and fifty-four cents. TT 1, p. 79.

Respondent also immediately contacted the Bar's Ethics
Hotline, a fact not contradicted by the Bar, to ascertain the prudent
and ethical course of conduct. TFB Ex. 4, p.2.
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this ever occurred, because they did not get any records from the

bank referencing an investigation into the matter, it is evident that

such a call was placed in the bank statement, that was in the Bar's

possession at the time that it filed its Petition, as the Bank made a

$5,000.00 credit to the account on February 12, 2021. TFB Ex. 2,

p. 38. Further, the bank statement reflects that the bank did not

pay two additional checks that were attempted to be paid against

the account. TT 1, p. 79-81. The first such check, number 455

made payable to Eyal Amitan in the amount of $2,000.00 was dated

February 11, 2021, and the statement shows it was presented for

payment on February 12, 2021. R. Ex. 3. The second check,

number 456, also made out to GM Investments in the amount of

$5,500.00 was dated February12, 2021, and presented for payment

on that same date. R. Ex. 3. The February bank statement reflects

that both check numbers 455 and 456, were not paid by the bank

and therefore did not impact the balance in the account which,

when reduced by the $6,500.00 for check number 464 and after

adding back the $5,000.00 credit, was $35,530.54. TFB Ex. 2, p.

38.

In his March 1, 2021, letter to the Bar, the Respondent stated:
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My call to Bank of America disclosed that
check no 464 had been withdrawn from my
check book and had been made payable to
some "G.M." entity for $6,500 and that balance
was withdrawn from my account before my
$37,030.00 check was submitted. TFB Ex. 4,
p. 208

Respondent also advised in his March 1, 2021, letter that he

verified that "check no. 464 was actually "torn" out of my check

book." During his testimony, Respondent advised that he had not

signed any of the questioned checks (Nos. 455, 456, 457, 458, 459,

460, 461, and 464) and that these checks were stolen from his

check book which was kept in his personal office. TT 2, p. 97-99.

Prior to his knowledge of any additional checks being drawn

against the account, the Respondent, on or about March 31, 2021,

drew a second check made payable to Palomino in the amount of

$35,530.00 but this check was also dishonored on April 2, 2021,

because of additional questioned checks being paid by the bank.

TT 1, p. 103-104; R. Ex. 3. These additional checks are:12

No. Date Payee Amount
457 3/9/21 GM Investment $6,000.00
458 3/21/21 GM Investment | 6,500.00

12 See R. Ex. 3.
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46013 3/31/21 GM Investment 5,000.00
Total $17,500.00

When the second check to Palomino failed to clear Palomino,

on April 7, 2021, met the Respondent at Bank of America and

together they effectuated a wire transfer to Palomino in the amount

of $18,030.00, which constituted the balance in the account on that

day which left the original sum of fifty-four cents in the account. TT

2, p. 105. The testimony presented at trial indicated that the

Respondent was finally able to borrow sufficient funds to fully pay

this obligation and he sent Palomino a second wire in the amount of

$19,000.00 and that the two wires equaled the sum that should

have been held in trust and timely remitted to Palomino by the

Respondent. TT 2, p. 128-129.

A significant portion of the final hearing addressed the issue of

the checks being stolen from the Respondent's office and where the

funds that were withdrawn from the account went, as well as the

Respondent's relationship, if any with the individuals who received

the $24,000.00 that was stolen from the trust account.

3 This check cleared after the second Palomino check was
dishonored.
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The checks that did get paid were all paid to GM Investments.

GM Investments is owned by Gisselle Manzzo, a single mother with

an autistic child. TFB Ex. 11, p. 6-7. Manzzo testified via

deposition, that GM had not conducted any business, but it was

intended to be a vehicle for Manzzo, her then boyfriend Carlo

Abrahamian and Albert Gregorian to manage properties for

Gregorian. TFB Ex. 11, p. 7-12. Gregorian and Abrahamian were

longtime friends. TFB Ex. 11, p. 12. Manzzo testified that she knew

the Respondent, had retained him as her lawyer in 2014, and that

she thought of him as a close family friend. TFB Ex. 11, p. 12-15.

She corroborated the Respondent's testimony that he had never

represented GM Investments and that she had not used his services

to incorporate same. TFB Ex. 11, p. 21-22.

Further, Manzzo testified that she received each of the checks

at issue from her boyfriend, Abrahamian, who advised that the

checks came from the Respondent, that she could use the funds,

and that she did use them for personal purposes as well as

purposes directed by Abrahamian.14 TFB Ex. 11, p. 24-30. She

14 As Respondent was representing Abrahamian on felony fraud
charges, he was visiting Respondent's office during that timeframe.
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also stated that at that time she trusted Abrahamian and had no

reason to doubt his explanation. TFB Ex. 11, p. 30. She now

knows, after a conversation with the Respondent that he did not

authorize the checks at issue and had not signed them, as well as

admitted she believed she owed these funds back to the

Respondent. TFB Ex. 11, p. 34. When discovering Respondent did

not authorize these checks, she confronted Abrahamian and was

advised it might have been Abrahamian who signed the checks. TFB

Ex. 11, p. 36, 1. 9-15.

The Respondent introduced as R. Ex. 2 an e-mail sent to the

Bar by Gregorian, Abrahamian's long-time friend and business

associate, wherein Gregorian opened the e-mail by stating: "Before I

start my statement, I, Albert Grigorian I declare following

statement under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and

correct." Thus, everything he said after that passage was under

oath. Grigorian, in said e-mail avers that he signed the checks and

that he ". . . mistakenly signed (them) without Arthur Moburger's

(sic) knowledge and he accepted full responsibility for what he

referred to as a "mistake." Resp. Ex. 2, p. 6. Gregorian also
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claims he delivered a check for $19,000.00 to Palomino, which

claim was untrue based upon testimony from Palomino.15

The Respondent testified that at the time he first was

advised that a "GM Investments" had been the payee on the first

questioned check, he was unaware of who GM Investments was,

so he tried to look at Sunbiz.org to look up the company but was

unable to do so as the web site was not properly functioning. TT

2, p. 91-92. The Respondent further testified that he initially

suspected that Amitan, the person who received one of the above

checks that did not clear, and that he knew Amitan had some

form of business dealings with Gregorian, but after talking to

Amitan he does not believe that Amitan knew that his check was

fraudulent. TT 2, p. 93-95.

Palomino did research GM Investments and discovered that

it was owned by Manzzo and that Manzzo was a former client of

13 The Bar introduced TFB Ex. 9, a check for $9,000.00 drawn
from what purported to be a Calstr, LLC bank account. This
company belonged to Gregorian, and the check was made payable
to the Respondent allegedly for partial repayment of the monies
taken be Gregorian and/or Abrahamian. Respondent attempted to
negotiate it, but it was dishonored. The testimony at trial was that
this was a fraudulent check in that the maker had purposefully
placed account and routing numbers of a different lawyer's
operating account on the check.
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the Respondents. TT1, 38-40. Palomino shared these facts with

the Respondent while at the bank together for the first wire

transfer. The Respondent testified that he used this information

and contacted Manzzo to ask what she knew about the

situation. TT 2, p. 111-112. It was the Respondent's testimony

that Manzzo was truly surprised that he had not signed the

checks and later advised him that Abrahamian and/or

Gregorian had admitted to culpability regarding the removal of

the checks from Respondent's office and later use of those

checks by placing a forged signature on the checks. TT 2, p.

118-120.

This Court does do not have to resolve who removed the

checks from the Respondent's office and who placed fraudulent

signatures on the checks, but it appears the evidence presented

at trial that Abrahamian and/or Gregorian are the likely culprits

based on Gregorian's own admission, under oath, and Manzzo's

deposition testimony.

C. The Rules.

The real issue in this case is whether the Respondent took

prudent and reasonable steps to safeguard the money that was
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entrusted to him and whether the Bar has proven by clear and

convincing evidence that the Respondent violated the R.

Regulating Fla. Bar referenced in their Petition, an analysis of

these rules follows.

1. R. Regulating Fla. Bar 4-1.15

This Rule simply states that a "lawyer shall comply with The

Florida Bar Rules Regulating Trust Accounts." Thus, in order to

find a violation of this rule there needs to be a violation of one of the

rules contained in Chapter 5, of the R. Regulating Fla. Bar. As is

discussed below, there was a violation of the trust accounting rules

as set forth below. However, by itself this rule, appears to be

redundant to a finding of violation of a trust account rule.

2. R. Regulating Fla. Bar 5-1.1

The Florida Bar, in its Petition and argument before this

Referee, did not explain the subparts that are at issue herein. Nor

did the Referee in her findings. RR 20. However, it is evident that

subsections (b) and (e) are applicable to this case. Subsection (b)

reads in relevant part that:

Money or other property entrusted to a lawyer
for a specific purpose, including advances for
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fees, costs, and expenses, is held in trust and
must be applied only to that purpose.

Further, subsection (e) of the rule states in relevant part that a

"lawyer must promptly deliver to the client or third person any

funds or other property that the client or third person is entitled to

receive."

In applying these rules to the fact pattern set forth above, it is

evident that the Respondent accepted funds in trust and was

obligated to hold such funds in trust for the specific purpose of

paying Palomino should he prevail on appeal. Respondent clearly

held these funds in trust for an approximate one-year time frame as

the appeal was conducted and ultimately concluded, but at the time

he was obligated to fully remit these funds to Palomino, he was

unable to do so, as someone had stolen blank checks from his office

and had, in the early stages of the story line, had only secured

$6,500.00 of the funds belonging to Palomino.

The fact that there was an intervening criminal act does not

change the lawyer's obligation to safeguard these funds. Fla. Bar v.

Hines, 39 So. 3d 1196 (Fla. 2010). However, one must consider this

criminal act when evaluating the ultimate sanction for such an
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event. The bottom line here is that the money was not fully

safeguarded from the time that the first questioned check cleared

and the ultimate full payment of the $37,030.00 at issue.

In reviewing the steps that the Respondent initially took to

safeguard the funds, there should be no violation of the rules.

From the evidence presented at trial, the Respondent barely used

his trust account and his actual checks still had Barnett Bank

imprinted on them as well as the preprinted dates began with "19"

and not the current decade. From the evidence presented there was

no activity in the trust account for at least a year other than the

deposit of the escrow funds at issue and the Respondent testified

that the bank balance for several years was under a dollar.

The Respondent testified that he kept the trust account

checkbook in a steel cabinet that was located in his office next to

his safe and that while he had a safe, he did not lock it as he did

not have a working combination. TT 2, p. 98. While there is an

affidavit from a courier that was not subject to cross-examination,

wherein the courier stated he observed the Respondent remove the

checkbook from the safe, he could have mistakenly assumed that

the steel cabinet was the safe. The Bar has presented no precedent
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that a lawyer must keep his trust checks under lock and key or in a

safe. Common sense, however, dictates that a lawyer must take

prudent steps to safeguard his checkbook. In this instance, the

lawyer placed his checkbook in a steel cabinet that was inside his

personal office, where he was normally located during the day (but

not at all times) especially when he had clients or visitors in the

office. There should be no finding of fault in where the check book

was stored.

Next, we have to examine the steps taken by the Respondent

after he was informed that the first questioned check was paid

against his trust account. While the Bar initially attempted to

refute that the Respondent called his bank, the testimony and

records introduced at trial indicates that he called his bank the

same day he found out about the questioned check. R. Ex. 1. We

further know that the bank initially took protective action based on

that call (by returning two checks) and that the bank provided a

$5,000.00 credit leaving only $1,500.00 not accounted for at that

time.

While the most prudent action that could have been taken at

that time was to freeze the account or to change the account to
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prevent further checks from being negotiated against the account,

his banker did not suggest that step. The Respondent testified that

he trusted the bank to protect the account and that he was not

asked or advised by the bank to take such an action. Nonetheless,

a prudent lawyer under these circumstances should have made

inquiry regarding changing the account numbers or freezing the

account and therefore there was a violation of R. Regulating Fla.

Bar 5-1.1 (b) and (e).16

3. R. Regulating Fla. Bar 4-8.4(c)

The Bar next alleges that the Respondent engaged in a series

of actions that were dishonest or fraudulent in how he responded to

Palomino and in his two letters to The Florida Bar (TFB Ex. 4). The

Bar did not prove this allegation by clear and convincing evidence.

R. Regulating Fla. Bar 4-8.4(c) reads in relevant part that a

lawyer shall not "engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud,

deceit, or misrepresentation." This is an intent rule and intent

must be proven by clear and convincing evidence. Fla. Bar v.

16 It appears that the bank just put a temporary hold on the
account, even though they apparently did not complete their
investigation into the matter until May of last year. See Re. Ex. 1.
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Schwartz, 284 So. 3d 393 (Fla. 2019); Fla. Bar v. Head, 84 So. 3d

292 (Fla. 2019) [the act must be deliberate or knowing].

The Bar contends that there were many instances that they

believed the Respondent was disingenuous, but they are not

specifically plead or listed in the Petition. The biggest issue for the

Bar appears to have been whether or not the Respondent had

actually called the bank in February of this year because the

response they received from the bank said that there were no

records of an investigation. The Bar even went as far to have their

auditor testify that the initial correspondence presented by the

Respondent from the bank on the eve of trial (first page of TFB 12)

"appeared" to be fraudulent. TT 1, p. 119-121. However, Resp. Ex.

1 clearly and convincingly refutes that fact and even the Bar's

auditor had to reluctantly admit same on cross-examination. TT 1,

p. 13, 1. 16-24.

The Bar also takes issue with the claim that the Respondent

did not initially know who GM Investments was or that it was

actually owned by one of his former clients and friend. However,

the Manzzo deposition and Respondent's testimony where he stated

that his knowledge evolved over time and that he ultimately knew
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who owned the company courtesy of Palomino and when he knew

Manzzo's relationship to that entity he made the appropriate

inquiries. TT 2, p. 11-112.

Lastly, the Bar attempted to discredit Respondent's belief that

someone stole these checks and that he did not authorize the

questioned checks. But the Bar does this by ignoring a sworn

admission by Gregorian, who is admittedly someone of questionable

character, and the sworn testimony of Manzzo who related what she

learned directly from her now ex-boyfriend, Abrahamian.

Respectfully there was no violation of R. Regulating Fla. Bar 4-

8.4(c).

II. THE APPROPRIATE SANCTION IS
SUSPENSION AND NOT DISBARMENT.

This Court has consistently held that it has a broad discretion

when reviewing a sanction recommendation, because the

responsibility to order an appropriate sanction ultimately rests with

the Supreme Court. Fla. Bar v. Thomas, 698 So. 2d 530 (Fla. 1997).

The Court should exercise its discretion in finding the Referee's

proposed sanction of disbarment is legally unsupported and too

harsh under the facts of this case and as the Referee did not make
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a finding that Respondent could not be rehabilitated.

This Court in Fla. Bar v. Kelly, 813 So.2d 85 (Fla. 2002),

stated that in selecting an appropriate discipline certain

fundamental issues must be addressed. They are: (1) Fairness to

both the public and the accused; (2) sufficient harshness in the

sanction to punish the violation and encourage reformation; and (3)

the severity must be appropriate to function as deterrent to others

who might be tempted to engage in similar misconduct. The

Referee's sanction proposal of a disbarment does not meet these

criteria.

Prior to reaching any decision on the appropriate level of

sanction it is always important to consider the aggravating and

mitigating factors (all references are to the Florida Standards for

Imposing Lawyer Sanctions) that might be found in a particular

case.

The Referee, in her Report found the following aggravating

factors Standard 3.2(b)(2), (3), (4), (6), (8), (9), and (10). RR 26-28.

As to Standard 3.2(b)(2) [dishonest or selfish motive] the

Referee based this finding in part on "Respondent's knowledge of

who was getting the money, yet allowed the fraud to continue
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and did nothing to protect the funds. . ." RR 26. However, this

finding ignores the fact that, as is noted above, that while the

Respondent ultimately came t;o know who had received a

significant proportion of the stolen monies, he did not know that

fact initially. Further, this finding ignores the fact that Bank of

America advised that they would investigate the matter and had

in fact given him a credit and had declined two additional

questioned checks, but that the Bank did not advise him that

they had continued to allow other checks to be negotiated

against the account.

The Referee also found Standard 3.2(b)(6)[submission of false

statements or evidence], yet as noted above the Bar's own auditor

admitted that Bank of America had in fact been contacted and had

initially taken action after the Respondent's call to protect the

account.

Lastly, the Referee found as an aggravator Standard 3.2(b)(10)

- (indifference to making restitution), yet the uncontroverted

evidence and testimony from three distinct witnesses clearly and

convincingly demonstrated that full restitution was provided to

Palomino, albeit it not in a timely fashion as the Respondent did not
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have the liquid funds to make such payment until he borrowed

them.

The Referee only found one mitigating factor, the absence of a

period disciplinary record over an approximate 48 years of practice

in Florida. RR 28. See Standard 3.3(b)(1). The Referee declined to

find Standard 3.3(b)(7) despite the testimony of Michelle Longarzo,

Graciella Roig and Eliot Bernstein. Ms. Longarzo, an interior

designer and a property manager who was the Respondent's client

on many matters, opined that "(e)very person that I do know that

has a connection to him legally has an excellent opinion of him."

TT 2, p. 55, 1. 15-17. Ms. Roig, a computer consultant who was

attending law school at the time of her testimony and who knew the

Respondent for more than 10 years as a client and friend, among

other things stated "(t)hat he's a very honest person and very

caregiving." TT 2, p. 66, 1. 16-17.17 Lastly, Mr. Bernstein, an

inventor and former client, stated as to his character:

. . . he's incredibly compassionate and kind
person, that he helps everybody out that he
can help. He's fair and honest. He's honest to
the tee, it's unbelievable. TT 2, p. 82, 1. 21-
24.

17 She also testified that the Respondent provides extensive pro
bono representation for the homeless community. TT 1, p. 65-66.
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Mr. Bernstein also confirmed Respondent's significant work for the

homeless or indigent. TT 2, p. 81-82.

All of the foregoing testimony, which was not crossed by the

Bar, should have been considered as evidence of good character,

notwithstanding the conduct at issue in this case. The Referee's

commentary is more proper as the weight she would have given the

character testimony and not whether the factor existed.

The Florida Bar seeks the ultimate sanction herein -

disbarment. The Florida Supreme Court has consistently held that

disbarment is an extreme measure of discipline that should be used

only when that lawyer "has demonstrated an attitude or course of

conduct that is wholly inconsistent with approved professional

standards" and therefore there must be a showing that this person

"should never be at the bar." Fla. Bar v. Moore, 194 So. 2d 264,

271 (Fla. 1967). In a more recent decision cited by the Florida

Supreme Court on many occasions, the Court affirmed that

disbarment is "the extreme measure of discipline" that should

"never be decreed where any punishment less severe . . . would

accomplish the end desired." Fla. Bar v. Shoureas, 892 So. 2d
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1002, 1006 (Fla. 2004). The Florida Supreme Court has even

stated that disbarment is reserved for those individuals who are

"beyond redemption." Fla. Bar v. Turk, 202 So. 2d 848 (Fla. 1967).

Mr. Morburger is not beyond redemption and that the Bar has not

demonstrated that he never should have been admitted as a lawyer.

As in any case you must first evaluate the conduct at issue

and assign the appropriate level of sanction. There is no real

precedent that is on all fours with the violations at issue herein, but

there are more egregious cases, which will addressed first.

In Fla. Bar v. Rousso, 117 So. 3d 756 (Fla. 2013), two lawyers

were disbarred. The Court noted the following core facts in their

order:

The referee found that "100's of millions of
dollars passed through" the trust account of
Respondents' firm. The parties agreed that by
the end of 2008 the measure of trust account
imbalance was roughly $4.38 million.
Respondents claim that Fernando Horigian,
the firm's non-lawyer bookkeeper
("Bookkeeper"), embezzled the $4.38 million.
The referee found that no clear and convincing
evidence established that Respondents
misappropriated the $4.38 million or received
any direct benefit from the disappearance of
the funds. Further, the referee reported that
when the deficiencies in the account were
discovered, "Respondents endeavored to honor
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every known client liability for trust account
funds."

Roth learned of the trust account deficiencies
in April of 2008, but he did not fully
comprehend the cause and scope of the
problem until several months later. Rousso
became aware of the trust account problem in
December of 2008. From that point,
Respondents took several actions to address
the financial shortages, which included: (1)
hiring outside counsel; (2) hiring an outside
accountant and conducting an informal audit;
(3) funding the trust account deficit from many
sources; (4) contacting police and cooperating
with the ensuing investigation; and (5)
explaining the situation by telephone to the
Bar via the ethics "hotline." The Florida Bar
asserts that Respondents' actions were "too
little, too late."

The trust account deficits were covered by the
firm's malpractice insurer, credit lines,
Respondents' personal funds, funds borrowed
from family, and money borrowed from a
client, Mr. Hattim Kais Yordi ("Yordi"). Roth
solicited Yordi for a personal loan. Yordi traded
a portion of his trust account credit for a
"promissory note amounting to over $231
thousand." Although Rousso did not solicit
this loan to cover the trust account shortfall,
he did benefit by the exchange of the
promissory note for the trust account liability.
Respondents defaulted on the promissory note.
The firm has disbanded and Respondents
testified that they are insolvent. Id. at 759-
760.
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A lawyer was also disbarred in Fla. Bar v. Alters, 260 So. 72

(Fla. 2018) and the facts of that case are as follows:

Numerous improper transfers from Alters'
firm's trust account to its operating account
were made beginning in September 2009.
Alters first became aware of these transfers on
February 9, 2010. Although Alters eventually
learned that there were other improper
transfers made, he did not become aware of
those until December 2010. He did not report
the improper transfers to the Bar or to his
partners at the firm, and failed to implement
any safeguards to prevent further improper
transfers from occurring. Additionally, Alters
failed to put into place measures to ensure
compliance with the rules governing trust
account management.

. . . The referee found that, of the twenty-four
witnesses called at the disciplinary hearings,
only the former comptroller of the firm testified
that Alters made, or ordered, the improper
transfers; however, the referee found the
comptroller's testimony not credible. The
comptroller admitted to meticulously altering
bank documents to obscure the improper
transfers and to "pushing the button" on each
improper transfer that was made, though he
contended that each transfer was made at
Alters' direction. The comptroller provided text
messages that he allegedly backed up from his
phone to prove that Alters directed him to
make the improper transfers. However, the
referee concluded that the text messages,
which were heavily relied upon by the Bar's
auditor in making his report to the Bar and
testimony before the referee, were unreliable as
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a result of the manner in which the
comptroller saved them. Further, the referee
found that it is undisputed that each of the
transfers was made by the comptroller, despite
that another witness testified at the final
hearing that the firm's former managing
partner admitted to having authorized the
initial transfers. Id. at 76.

Lastly, in Fla. Bar v. Gilbert, 246 So. 3d 196 (Fla. 2018) the

lawyer was also disbarred after a law firm employee was found to

have stolen significant sums from the lawyer's trust account over a

long period of time. The Court noted the following facts:

The referee found clear and convincing
evidence that Gilbert delegated all matters
regarding the administration of the firm's trust
account to Sacks, including preparing trust
account reconciliations, acting as the firm's
contact person and intermediary with the trust
account reviews by Old Republic, Gilbert's title
insurance underwriter, and dealing with the
firm's CPA. Gilbert did not review the
information Sacks provided to the CPA. The
referee concluded that "[b]undling all of [the]
financial responsibilities in the hands of
someone convicted of wire fraud, and who
[Gilbert] knew had attempted to steal $20,950
from him without serious repercussion,
displayed a remarkable lack of proper
supervision."

Over time, Sacks' lifestyle improved
significantly. Gilbert believed Sacks' girlfriend
financed this lifestyle, as she was the
beneficiary of a sizable trust. Sacks also told
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Gilbert that he had some real estate
investments.

Sacks' scheme was first discovered on
February 27, 2014, when Gilbert received a
call from an attorney asking why the attorney's
client's mortgage was paid and kept alive for
three months after it should have been
satisfied. While this event prompted Gilbert to
investigate, Gilbert chose not to close the
firm's trust account. Between February 27,
2014, and March 11, 2014, when Gilbert did
finally close the firm's trust account, Sacks
stole an additional $95,000.

Sacks' thefts from Gilbert's trust account first
appear in the trust account bank statement for
the period February 27, 2010, through March
31, 2010. Sacks created a fake corporation,
SQWERTY, to which almost $4 million of the
illicit transfers were made. The record shows
that over a 49-month period from February
2010, through March 2014, Sacks stole
$4,750,708.70 from Gilbert's trust account. Of
that amount, $4,542,410.70 benefited Sacks
and other third parties to whom he gave stolen
trust account funds. The difference, according
to the Bar, $208,298.03, benefitted Gilbert's
law firm.

Old Republic was the single largest victim of
Sacks' thefts,payingout$3,612,374.10 in title
insurance claims. Gilbert himself lost
approximately $1 million when Sacks failed to
pay off the original mortgage on Gilbert's home
when he and his wife refinanced it.
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These three cases stand for the proposition that, merely

because the lawyer may have not been the individual who stole

monies from the trust account, the lawyer is still liable for the

proper management of the trust account and may suffer serious

disciplinary consequences should the other person's defalcations

not be discovered in a timely fashion and once on notice of the

issue, fails to take timely action to prevent further thefts. Each of

the cases cited above are much more serious than that found

herein, not only in the scope of funds that were stolen by a third

party employed by the lawyer, but in decisions made by the lawyer

post discovery of a massive problem with their trust account.

The Bar also cited to a three-year suspension case, Fla. Bar v.

Riggs, 944 So. 2d 167 (Fla. 2006). In Riggs, the lawyer asserted

that his employee was the cause of this trust account shortages,

but the referee in that case did not make such a finding. Id. at 169.

Further, the Court discussed that lawyer's total abandonment of his

supervision of that employee and her interactions with his trust

account. Id. That is not the case herein. This Respondent did not

have any employee that was involved with his trust account and
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there were no other issues plead by the Bar other than the

questioned checks.

Hines and the follow up proceeding conducted on remand

wherein the lawyer received a public reprimand warrants some

discussion herein.18 In Hines the Court reversed a not guilty

finding for a lack of supervision over a non-employee who she had

added to a trust account used at her satellite office and which

individual found a way to steal in excess of $100,000.00 from that

account after a particular real estate transaction closed. The Court

made the following comment, relevant in this case also:

In this case, Hines' professional obligations as
a lawyer included holding and delivering
possession of the escrowed funds in strict
accordance with the principals' agreement and
supervising the closing in a reasonably
prudent manner. By allowing Mohan, a
nonlawyer whom she neither employed,
supervised, nor controlled, essentially
unfettered access to the funds held in the
escrow account, Hines failed in her
responsibility to ensure that she had "in effect
measures giving reasonable assurance" that
Mohan's conduct would be compatible with
those professional obligations. In fact, when it
comes to the area of funds held in trust by a
lawyer, we conclude that a reading of rule 4-
5.3 in its entirety leads to only one reasonable

18 Fla. Bar v. Hines, 59 So. 3d 109 (Fla. 2011) (table).
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conclusion. A lawyer may permit a nonlawyer
to have authority or control over such
funds only if that nonlawyer is employed by or
under the direct supervision and control of the
lawyer. Id. at 1200.

Just like in Hines, the Respondent was the victim of a criminal

act that caused a trust account shortage. However, in this case

there was several more invasions of the trust account due to the

Respondent's misplaced reliance that his bank would ensure that

no more questioned checks would be paid. He should have

insisted that the account be frozen, or the funds transferred into a

new account. The Court's action herein should be tempered

somewhat by the fact that the Respondent clearly did not actively

use his trust account and appeared be "over his head" in trying to

resolve the problems caused by individuals who he knew and had

previously trusted.

In reaching a sanction recommendation herein, this Court

should be persuaded by its prior treatment of negligent actions,

such as those found herein, as opposed to intentional theft from a

trust account by a lawyer. For example, in Fla. Bar v. Weiss, 586

So. 2d 1051 (Fla. 1991), the Florida Supreme Court stated:
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However, in imposing discipline for trust
account violations, this Court's case law
suggests a clear distinction between cases
where the lawyer's conduct is deliberate or
intentional and cases where the lawyer acts in
a negligent or grossly negligent manner.

The Respondent is currently under emergency suspension and

any sanction should be made nunc pro tunc to the effective date of

that suspension. On balance, considering the appropriate severity

of the negligent trust account issues discussed above in

conjunction with the mitigating and aggravating factors, it is the

recommend that the Respondent be suspended from the practice of

law, nunc pro tune, the effective date of the underlying emergency

suspension, and that he be placed on trust accounting probation.

Currently, the Respondent has been suspended for approximately

eight months and is believed to be required to seek reinstatement

due to the length of his current suspension. He respectfully

requests that this Court impose no more than an additional three

months to his current suspension, in light of this Courts resolution

of Hines, which although is not completely analogous to the matter

at hand it should set the base line for similar conduct when a

lawyer, through no fault of his own, is the victim of a crime that
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results in client monies being stolen by a third party when that

conduct is not systemic as was found in the cases warranting

disbarment.

CONCLUSION

The Respondent, through the criminal acts of a third party

had checks stolen from his office which were later used to steal

under $25,000.00 from his trust account. The one victim of the

defalcation, another member of the Bar, has been made fully whole

for the funds he was entitled to receive.

The Bar's original petition made assertions, some of which

were not proven in this case, especially regarding the claim that the

Respondent was lying about contacting his bank and believing that

no other checks, other than the first $6,000.00, would be cleared

against his trustaccount. His actions herein, or better described as

his misplaced trust in his bank, are more properly sanctioned as a

suspension and not disbarment.

WHEREFORE, Respondent, ARTHUR JOSEPH MORBURGER,

respectfully requests that the court overturn the factual findings

relative to a finding of guilt as to R. Regulating Fla. Bar 4-8.4(c) and

the aggravating factors found by the Referee, and that this Court
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impose a suspension rather than the disbarment recommended by

the Referee and for any further relief this Court deems reasonable

and just.
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